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Charcoal studio is building up an Artist Community Space in Delhi NCR, where creative minds 

practicing different mediums of art can come together to develop a language of creativity, peace and 

harmony. Amidst the growing unrest and intolerance around the world, the in-house artists feel the 

need of creating a platform, where differences in views, opinions perspectives are accepted, 

discussed upon and celebrated. 

Pratibha Sarkar and Armin Alagic-mueller the Art Enthusiast  first came up with the idea of opening 

her living space to artists and art enthusiasts to come and explore. On that note this event was 

conceptualized and various artists came together with an evening of performance over a cup of tea. 

Charcoal studio is creating an Artist Community Space in NCR, where creative minds practicing 

different mediums of art can come together to develop a language of creativity, peace and harmony. 

Amidst the growing unrest and intolerance around the world, the in-house artists feel the need of 

creating a platform, where differences in views, opinions perspectives are accepted, discussed upon 

and celebrated. 

This was one of the few events that were presented and this event was a wind of fresh air in terms 

of art initiatives, having close proximity to Delhi this city was mostly ignored. With the influx of 

youths from across India and opening up of various corporate hubs and modern facilities this city is 

fast turning into an art hub. Citizens of this city had to visit Mandi House or India Habitat Centre to 

get a dash of art in their life but now with these art initiatives they get a taste of same rich art within 

city limits. 



 

 

 

This studio creation has been welcomed by artist as Pratibha is one of them and the intent of this 

initiative is to bring everyone together. Apart from her there was other artist who also showcased 

there art.  

Inder Salim, Satadru Sovan, Tapati Chowdhary, Anupam Saikia, Abhimanyu, Portia Roy, Prituj 

Mondol,Sandip Ghosh and Swati Dayal were few artist who came forward for this event with their 

piece of art. 

  

All the art work displayed by this artist depicts indigenous thought process of these celebrated 

artists. Going by the intent of the creators Charcoal Studio promises to be the next art hub where 

independent artist will benefit a lot and get a platform which big cities hesitate to provide to an 

upcoming artists. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Images from the event: 

 

 

 


